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My work up to nowMy work up to now II

Surfaces of Building PracticeSurfaces of Building Practice
–– Bachelor and Diploma ThesisBachelor and Diploma Thesis

surfaces surfaces -- basic basic propertiesproperties, , mathematical descriptionmathematical description, , 
categorizationcategorization and and applicationapplication in technical practicein technical practice
process of process of construction construction andand parametrical description parametrical description of of 
surfacessurfaces

–– parametrical descriptionparametrical description –– main form of input for main form of input for 
mathematicalmathematical andand modelingmodeling softwaresoftware

–– design calculationdesign calculation
selected surfaces in detailsselected surfaces in details
using modern using modern mathematical softwaremathematical software and and computer computer 
modelingmodeling

–– creation of 3creation of 3--D modelsD models, , static imagesstatic images
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My work up to nowMy work up to now IIII

Some results from diploma thesisSome results from diploma thesis
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–– 3D3D modelingmodeling
e.g.e.g. FrFreezierzier cylindroidcylindroid

My work up to nowMy work up to now IIII

Some results from diploma thesisSome results from diploma thesis
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–– 33D modelingD modeling
e.g. screw rulede.g. screw ruled
surface surface -- helicoidhelicoid

My work up to nowMy work up to now IIII

Some results from diploma thesisSome results from diploma thesis
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–– 33D modelingD modeling
e.g. e.g. srewsrew circularcircular
surfacesurface

My work up to nowMy work up to now IIII

Some results from diploma thesisSome results from diploma thesis
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MotivationMotivation

Effort to Effort to continue continue in in similar subjectsimilar subject
choice the topic for doctoral thesischoice the topic for doctoral thesis

Visualization of dataVisualization of data from 3D scanningfrom 3D scanning
Digital documentationDigital documentation of real building objectsof real building objects

possibility to manipulatepossibility to manipulate with surfaces in mathematical and with surfaces in mathematical and 
modeling modeling computer softwarecomputer software
important in important in architecture engineering architecture engineering –– reconstruction reconstruction 
andand documentationdocumentation of historic of historic buildingsbuildings and and sculptures sculptures 
with 3D scanners, with 3D scanners, restoring of monumentsrestoring of monuments

After that follows After that follows 3D modeling3D modeling
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Problem areaProblem area II

InputInput
–– finite set of pointsfinite set of points in space (in computer graphics in space (in computer graphics 

called point clouds)called point clouds)
real data may contain over million points (we know 3Dreal data may contain over million points (we know 3D
coordinates)coordinates)
from from 3D scanner3D scanner

OutputOutput
–– reconstruction of surfacereconstruction of surface
–– parametrical parametrical oror implicit implicit description of surfacedescription of surface
–– 3D model3D model of reconstructed surfaceof reconstructed surface
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Problem areaProblem area II

InputInput
–– finite set of pointsfinite set of points in space (in computer graphics in space (in computer graphics 

called point clouds)called point clouds)
real data may contain over million points (we know 3D real data may contain over million points (we know 3D 
coordinates)coordinates)
from from 3D scanner3D scanner

OutputOutput
–– reconstruction of surfacereconstruction of surface
–– parametrical parametrical oror implicit implicit description of surfacedescription of surface
–– 3D model3D model of reconstructed surfaceof reconstructed surface
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Input set of pointsInput set of points –– mostly mostly redundantredundant
–– some points are some points are uselessuseless, , anyany importantimportant or or newnew informationinformation

–– input set of points input set of points –– necessary tonecessary to reduce  reduce  -- first stepfirst step

Surface reconstruction Surface reconstruction –– another stepsanother steps
–– dividing 3D spacedividing 3D space (Spatial subdivision) (Spatial subdivision) –– dividing dividing 

circumscribed box of the input set of points into independent circumscribed box of the input set of points into independent 
cellscells -- e.g. e.g. tetrahedrization tetrahedrization (tetrahedral meshes) (tetrahedral meshes) 

–– finding the partsfinding the parts of mesh which are connected with surfaceof mesh which are connected with surface
–– approximationapproximation of the surface of the surface 

Problem areaProblem area IIII
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source:
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Input set of Input set of 
pointspoints
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Piecewise linear interpolantPiecewise linear interpolant

source:

www.windform.it
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CAD CAD 
modelmodel
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Several algorithmsSeveral algorithms

Algorithms for partitioningAlgorithms for partitioning planar (spatial) planar (spatial) 
domain         (    )domain         (    )

DelaunayDelaunay triangulationstriangulations, , VoronoVoronoii diagramdiagramss, , convex hullconvex hull

Algorithms for reducingAlgorithms for reducing input set of pointsinput set of points
thinning algorithmsthinning algorithms

Algorithms for surface reconstructionAlgorithms for surface reconstruction
-- shapes, crust algorithm, shapes, crust algorithm, coconecocone algorithmalgorithm

based on the Delaunay based on the Delaunay tetrahedrizationstetrahedrizations or Voronoi diagramsor Voronoi diagrams
finding those parts of mesh which are connected with surfacefinding those parts of mesh which are connected with surface
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TriangulationTriangulation
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TriangulationTriangulation of the finite set     of points in planeof the finite set     of points in plane
–– is a collection of triangles in the plane with these is a collection of triangles in the plane with these 

conditionsconditions
the the verticesvertices of triangles are of triangles are pointspoints fromfrom
any pair of two distinct triangles any pair of two distinct triangles intersectintersect at most at most at one at one 
vertexvertex or along or along one edgeone edge
the convex hullthe convex hull of      coincides with the area covered by of      coincides with the area covered by 
union of trianglesunion of triangles
the triangulation may not be uniquethe triangulation may not be unique
triangulation is triangulation is planar graphplanar graph –– nodes = vertices of triangles, nodes = vertices of triangles, 
edges provide the connections in the graphedges provide the connections in the graph
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Delaunay triangulation (DT)Delaunay triangulation (DT)
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The most frequently The most frequently usedused triangulationtriangulation
Some Some propertiesproperties of DTof DT

the the circumcirclecircumcircle for each of its trianglesfor each of its triangles doesndoesn’’t contain t contain 
any point from     in its interiorany point from     in its interior
for 4 pointsfor 4 points on the same circle on the same circle -- DT DT isnisn’’t uniquet unique
DT maximizesDT maximizes the minimal anglethe minimal angle
DT doesnDT doesn’’t exist for a set of points on the same line (is t exist for a set of points on the same line (is 
undefined for this case)undefined for this case)
generalization in 3D space (or higher dimensions)    generalization in 3D space (or higher dimensions)    
Delaunay tetrahedrizationDelaunay tetrahedrization (tetrahedra, circumsphere)(tetrahedra, circumsphere)

AlgorithmsAlgorithms
Post optimize, Divide and conquerPost optimize, Divide and conquer

X



Delaunay Delaunay 
triangulationtriangulation
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Delaunay Delaunay 
tetrahedrizationtetrahedrization

The input set of 
points – vertices of 
the cube and its 
centre



Dual graphDual graph of Delaunay triangulationof Delaunay triangulation
–– decompositiondecomposition of the plane into of the plane into Voronoi regionsVoronoi regions

Voronoi regionVoronoi region of           (    of           (    -- finite set of points in the plane) finite set of points in the plane) 
is the set of points in the plane which are at least as close tois the set of points in the plane which are at least as close to
as to any other point inas to any other point in

Some Some propertiesproperties of VDof VD
VD is planar graphVD is planar graph
Voronoi regions Voronoi regions cover the whole planecover the whole plane –– convex polygonsconvex polygons
Voronoi regions Voronoi regions dondon’’t share interior pointst share interior points, if a point belongs , if a point belongs 
to two V. regions then lies on the bisectorto two V. regions then lies on the bisector
generalization in 3D space (or higher dimensions)  generalization in 3D space (or higher dimensions)  Voronoi Voronoi 
regions regions –– convex convex polyhedrapolyhedra

AlgorithmsAlgorithms
Divide and conquer, dual graph of DT, FortuneDivide and conquer, dual graph of DT, Fortune’’s algorithms algorithm

Voronoi diagram (VD)Voronoi diagram (VD)
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centre of 
circumcircle 
of the triangle 
is the vertex
of Voronoi 
region

DualityDuality
DT and VDDT and VD
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LetLet be a finite be a finite planarplanar set of pointsset of points and let     and let     
denote a denote a functionfunction (only function (only function 

values      , taken at the points in    , are given)values      , taken at the points in    , are given)
we have we have piecewise linear interpolantpiecewise linear interpolant over a suitable over a suitable 
triangulation     (e.g. Delaunay) at the points of set     triangulation     (e.g. Delaunay) at the points of set     ……

The aimThe aim -- construction of subsets construction of subsets 
each each piecewise linear interpolantpiecewise linear interpolant at the points of at the points of 
subset     (satisfying                           ) is subset     (satisfying                           ) is closeclose to the given to the given 
function valuesfunction values

NotesNotes
convex hullconvex hull of            coincides with the of            coincides with the convex hullconvex hull of      of      
(no removing (no removing extremalextremal points)points)
there are some there are some removal criterionremoval criterion –– it depends on the it depends on the 
underlying applicationunderlying application
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Removal criterionRemoval criterion
–– for          , a point           is said to be for          , a point           is said to be removableremovable from      from      

iffiff it satisfiesit satisfies

NotesNotes

–– piecewise linear interpolant             at the point of setpiecewise linear interpolant             at the point of set

……
–– depends on both depends on both the input function valuesthe input function values and and 

on the on the selected triangulation methodselected triangulation method
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a finite planar 
set of points
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Piecewise linear Piecewise linear 
interpolantinterpolant

removable 
point

*y

in the following 
step this point will 
not be removed
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Algorithms for surface Algorithms for surface 
reconstructionreconstruction
There isThere is wide range ofwide range of applicationapplication
DividingDividing circumscribed box of the input set of points circumscribed box of the input set of points 
into into disjoint cellsdisjoint cells

there is a variety of there is a variety of spatial decomposition techniquesspatial decomposition techniques ––
developed for different applicationsdeveloped for different applications

Finding the cellsFinding the cells related to the shape described by related to the shape described by 
input setinput set
The selectionThe selection of the of the cells cells –– two waystwo ways

surfacesurface--orientedoriented
volumevolume--orientedoriented



AlphaAlpha--shapesshapes II
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ByBy EdelsbrunnerEdelsbrunner and and MMüückecke
1.1. The decompositionThe decomposition –– Delaunay tetrahedrization Delaunay tetrahedrization 
of the given set of pointsof the given set of points
2. Removing tetrahedra, triangles and edges2. Removing tetrahedra, triangles and edges
of the DT of the DT –– using     using     -- balls as eraser sphere with balls as eraser sphere with 
radius radius 

each each tetrahedrontetrahedron, , triangletriangle or or edgeedge of the DT whose of the DT whose 
minimum surrounding sphere minimum surrounding sphere doesndoesn’’t fitt fit intointo the eraser the eraser 
sphere sphere is eliminatedis eliminated
we obtain sowe obtain so--called     called     -- shapeshape (consist of points, edges, (consist of points, edges, 
faces, tetrahedra)faces, tetrahedra)
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AlphaAlpha--shapesshapes IIII
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3. Extraction of triangles 3. Extraction of triangles 
from    from    -- shapeshape
–– using using following rulefollowing rule –– let us let us 

have have two possible spherestwo possible spheres of of 
radius     through all three points radius     through all three points 
of a triangle, if at least one of of a triangle, if at least one of 
these these doesndoesn’’t containt contain any other any other 
point of the input set          point of the input set          
triangle belongstriangle belongs to the surfaceto the surface

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
–– choice of a suitable      choice of a suitable      --

experimentallyexperimentally
–– for the for the uniform input setsuniform input sets of of 

pointspoints
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AlphaAlpha--shapesshapes IIIIII
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source:
http://www.lems.brown.edu/vision/people/leymarie/Refs/Comp
Geom/Edelsbrunner.html



Crust algorithmCrust algorithm II
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ByBy AmentaAmenta and and BernBern
1.1. The decompositionThe decomposition –– Voronoi diagram of the Voronoi diagram of the 
given set of pointsgiven set of points
2. For each point2. For each point of the input setof the input set

a) if    a) if    doesndoesn’’t liet lie on the convex hull,     on the convex hull,     -- the farthest    the farthest    
Voronoi vertex of Voronoi region of    from   ,    Voronoi vertex of Voronoi region of    from   ,    -- the vectorthe vector
b) if    b) if    lieslies on the convex hull,    on the convex hull,    -- the average of then the average of then normalsnormals
of the adjacent trianglesof the adjacent triangles
c)     c)     -- the  Voronoi vertex of VR of    with negative projection the  Voronoi vertex of VR of    with negative projection 
on     that is farthest fromon     that is farthest from

3. Delaunay tetrahedrization 3. Delaunay tetrahedrization ofof
-- set of all poles     andset of all poles     and
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Crust algorithmCrust algorithm IIII

4. Keeping 4. Keeping only thoseonly those
trianglestriangles for which all for which all 
three vertices are three vertices are 
points in the input set points in the input set 

three dimensional three dimensional 
crustcrust –– set of triangles set of triangles 
that resembles the that resembles the 
surfacesurface

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
some triangles in three some triangles in three 
dimensional crust dimensional crust 
arenaren’’t correctt correct

S
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Choice of softwareChoice of software

Choice Choice of suitable software for of suitable software for implementationimplementation of of 
algorithmsalgorithms
WhyWhy MatlabMatlab??
–– = = MATrixMATrix LABoratoryLABoratory
–– highhigh--level language and interactive environment for level language and interactive environment for 

technical computingtechnical computing
–– 2D and 3D graphics functions2D and 3D graphics functions for data visualizationfor data visualization
–– tools for exploration, design and problem solvingtools for exploration, design and problem solving
–– commonly usedcommonly used for these purposesfor these purposes
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Conclusions and future workConclusions and future work

Implementation Implementation of known eventually new of known eventually new 
algorithmsalgorithms for surface reconstructionfor surface reconstruction
–– start with start with computercomputer--generated datagenerated data and continue and continue 

with with real datareal data from 3D scannersfrom 3D scanners
–– comparecompare the algorithmsthe algorithms

Data Data visualizationvisualization
CreationCreation of 3D modelsof 3D models
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